This research is part of a NASA project developing an automated nondestructive testing system for use in the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) heat exchanger unit The SSME heat exchanger tubing is shown in Fig. 1 (5) . The unit consists of small diameter stainless steel tubing which carries liquid oxygen through the engine chamber. 
PROCEDURE
In order lo simulate the larger tube in the he at exchanger unit stainless slecl tubing wiLh an O.D. of7/16" and a 0.035" wall thickness was used in Ule study. A 600 KHz differential probe was used for defect detection.
The fatigue cracks were grown with a Krause fatigue machine. 111e fatigue machine is shown in Fig. 2 . The tube specimen was cut to four inches length and placed in the machine. The tube was then end loaded with between 160 and 200 Ibs. Then the entire system was rotated slowly at approximately 200 rpm. This placed the tube in constant tension and compression causing Ule tube to produce heat. The system was Ulen allowed to cool and Ule process was rcpeated. Evenlually a small transverse crack appearcd which could then be grown larger. Dimcully was encounlered in predicling where lhe crack would appear, lhe sam pIe was often deformed in the collels and the process look several hours.
Next the EDM nolches were prepared. This is a process of metal removal by electrical discharge. The EDM nOlches were cut in a lransverse direction from the axis of the tube. The widUl of lhe nolches at the widest point was 0.006". EDM nolches can be produced wilh widU1S as small as one or two mils bul special rigid graphite bl ades are needed. The main disadvanlage of lhe EDM nolches is thaltheir widUl is larger lhan that of corresponding faligue cracks.
The finite element melhod was used to model the differential probe interaclion with fatigue cracks. The principle of this method is to solve the diffusion equaLion through Ule minimizaLion of an energy functional (6, 7) . This parlicular finite element code was 2-D axisymmelric in nature. The region or interest is discriLized with triangular elements and the magnetic vector potential is solved for at each nm!c. A diagram of the mesh used is shown in Fig. 3 . Each element was 0.002" wide in the area Iraversed by the probe. Smaller crack widU1S can be studied but this drastically increases the number of elements resulting in large CPU times. REAL r-or the case of EDM notches of increasing dcpth aga in the dislance is a measurcmcnt of Jcngth around the circumfcrcncc. Thc nOlchcs are straight Ihrough, transverse to the axis and eventually pcnetrale the tube wall. We can sec in rig. 6 that lhe IPT for the EDM notch also grows wiL!lOut any change in phase. EDM notch signals are compared wiLh faLigue crack signals in Fig. 7 . from the figure we can sce lhat the EDM notch gives a very comparable signal with the faliglle crack. Not only does the phase compare weil butthe amplitudes are nearly equaI. ResuIts ofthe finite element comparison are given in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 8a . a crack with constant width and varying depth is modelled. From the figure we can see that the phase is changing as the depth of the cracks changes. This phenomena did not occur with actual fatigue crack growth. A crack with constant depth and varying width is modelled in Fig. 8b . In this ca se the IPT has constant phase and increasing magnitude as occurred with the fatigue cracks. Finally. axisymmetric cracks of 80 percent through wall depth are compared with actual fatigue cracks. Figure 9 shows that the phase is equivalent and. by varying the width of the modelled crack. the magnitudes ofthe IPTs also compare weil.
CONCLUSIONS
From the results we can see that for tubular geometries the transverse fatigue cracks grew in constant phase. Signals from EDM nOlches do compare weil with the fatigue cracks in stainless steel tubing. The finite element code prediclions also compare weil with the actual fatigue crack signals. It should be nOled that although the faligue cracks were not complelely axisymmelric il was possible to model them with an axisymmetric code because the differential probe averages the enlire signalover its circumference. Future work will make use of a 3-D finite element model and measurement of fatigue crack depth as the cracks are grown. 
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